Metabolism is the process of nutrient uptake and conversion, : Background and executed by the metabolic network. Its evolutionary precursors most likely originated in non-enzymatic chemistry. To be exploitable in a Darwinian process that forms a metabolic pathway, non-enzymatic reactions need to form a chemical network that produces advantage-providing metabolites in a single, life compatible condition. In a hypothesis-generating, large-scale experiment, we recently screened iron and sulfur-rich solutions, and report that upon the formation of sulfate radicals, Krebs cycle intermediates establish metabolism-like non-enzymatic reactivity. A challenge to our results claims that the results obtained by liquid chromatography-selective reaction monitoring (LC-SRM) would not be reproducible by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy ( H-NMR).
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This study compared the application of the : Methods two techniques to the relevant samples.
We detect hundred-to : Results thousand-fold differences in the specific limits of detection between LC-SRM and H-NMR to detect Krebs cycle intermediates. Further, the use of H-NMR was found generally problematic to characterize early metabolic reactions, as Archean-sediment typical iron concentrations cause paramagnetic signal suppression. Consequently, we selected non-enzymatic Krebs cycle reactions that fall within the determined technical limits. We confirm that these proceed unequivocally as evidenced by both LC-SRM and H-NMR.
: Conclusions These results strengthen our previous conclusions about the existence of unifying reaction conditions that enables a series of co-occurring metabolism-like non-enzymatic Krebs cycle reactions. We further discuss why constraints applying to metabolism disentangle concentration from importance of any reaction intermediates, and why evolutionary precursors to metabolic pathways must have had much lower metabolite concentrations compared to modern metabolic networks. Research into the chemical origins of life will hence miss out on the chemistry relevant for metabolism if its focus is restricted solely to highly abundant and unreactive metabolites, including when it ignores life-compatibility of the reaction conditions as an essential constraint in enzyme evolution. 
Introduction
Metabolism is the biological process of nutrient uptake and biochemical conversion in order to enable cell growth and survival. In cells, this task obliges a large biochemical system, the metabolic network, which interconverts the available metabolites through a series of connected enzymatic and non-enzymatic reactions 1, 2 . The origins of this metabolic network in evolution are barely understood. However, the chemical and biological properties of the living cell's metabolic networks provide plentiful information about the fundamental and universal constraints that apply to achieve a functional metabolism. First, the metabolic network of every living cell contains many important metabolites of low concentration that are reactive and quickly turned over. These reactions assemble in a tightly interconnected, biochemical network of a few hundred reactions co-occurring in, broadly speaking, a single chemical condition [3] [4] [5] . As the intermediates that successfully participate in this metabolic network are in a constant flux of being formed and consumed, they typically do not accumulate to high concentrations. This property prevents the formation of 'carbon sinks' that reduce metabolic efficiency and create toxicity, as most accumulated metabolites inhibit enzymes due to a confined structural diversity that prevails within the metabolome 6 . Second, as a consequence of this flux through a network of enzymes with different rate constants and specificity, metabolite concentrations span several orders of magnitude 7-9 . As a result, the importance of a metabolite in metabolism does not correlate with its concentration. While some relatively unreactive metabolites, such as citrate, can achieve millimolar concentrations, many of the life-essential metabolites, such as NADP+, adenosine, cytidine, and guanosine, are present at thousand-to hundred-thousand fold lower concentrations, even in the fully nourished, rapidly growing cell 7 .
Most of the important biochemical reactions in modern cells are catalyzed by enzymes. However, these macromolecules possess highly sophisticated structures that could not have existed at the time of metabolism's origins. These structures being the consequence of Darwinian selection, it was debated for a long time whether the topological organisation of metabolism itself originated through genetic selection principles ('genetics first'), or emerged on the basis of a non-enzymatic chemistry ('metabolism first') 10-13 . Recently, systematic metabolomics-type experiments that address metabolic networks or prebiotic reaction conditions have provided evidence for the latter scenario. First, for many metabolic enzymatic reactions there exist non-enzymatic reactions that can occur in parallel. These reactions are typically intrinsically slower or less specific than the enzymatic reaction, yet are still part of the metabolic network 14-17 . Second, there have been demonstrations of two comprehensive and metabolism-like non-enzymatic chemical networks --a non-enzymatic glycolysis and a non-enzymatic pentose phosphate pathway. Both operate on the basis of a single inorganic catalyst that was readily available across the early Earth, namely soluble iron cations, Fe(II) 18, 19 .
Fe(II) and other metal ions are ideal candidates to enable multi-step reaction sequences that can serve as evolutionary precursors to enable the selection of enzymes. Indeed, metabolic pathways cannot originate reaction by reaction, but only evolve as functional units. This is since Darwinian evolution can operate only by selection on the functional (end-) product. In the absence of a chemical 'template' that forms the selectable product, there emerges a chicken-or-egg problem for the evolutionary origin of enzymes, as chemical intermediates, required to form the product, could not themselves be selected before the product itself is formed 20,21 . This property dictates that to form a selectable network, the reactions need to co-occur in the same chemical condition, which must permit the persistence of life so that enzymes can be selected. Further, the result of a function-based selection process is reflected in the modern metabolic network, which possess a modular structure 5 .
Is the origin of life based on the same chemical reactions as those that mediated the origin of the metabolic network? One theory suggests that life was of heterotrophic origin 22 . A heterotrophic origin of life requires metabolites to accumulate first so that they than can be 'consumed'. Experiments of organic chemistry have explored hypothetical prebiotic processes that could lead to such non-enzymatic formation and accumulation of biomolecules. Hypothetically, a photoredox/ cyanide chemistry could form nucleotides, small sugars and amino acids 23-25 , a reductive Krebs cycle could have provided citrate 26 , and the formose reaction could form larger sugars 27 . However, in order for the metabolites to be obtained at high concentrations, these organic processes operate within substantially different constraints than those that apply to metabolic pathways. Most importantly, in order to accumulate to a high concentration, many of the proposed reaction systems depend on changes in reaction conditions before the final product is formed.
Second, at least the processes suggested to enable an accumulation of sugars or nucleotides involving photoredox chemistry 23,25 , or the reductive reactions resembling the Krebs cycle 26 , involve reactants, such as cyanide and titan, and reaction conditions, such as intense UV light, that are metabolism atypical and would render the survival of early cells highly questionable. Indeed, even the most resistant modern cells do not survive exposure to strong UV light or in a concentrated HCN solution -and one should keep in mind that early cells could not have had the sophisticated mechanisms that allow some highly modern microbes to persist in relatively extreme environments. However, enzymes cannot evolve in conditions where life itself cannot persist. Consistently, most of the reaction topologies observed under such extreme conditions 23-25 are not relevant for the origin of metabolism despite providing high yields, by being not reminiscent of reactions that play a role in the metabolic backbone. Hence, if life was predominantly of heterotrophic origin, the formation of first biomolecules was most likely driven by very different chemical processes to those that underlie the early forms of the metabolic network.
Alternatively, metabolism, or key parts of it, could evolve without the prior accumulation of metabolites. Metabolic pathways could also descend from metabolic cycles that favour the parallel occurrence of anabolism and catabolism and do not require the formation of high concentrations of intermediates. In this case, the chemistry enabling the origin of life and the chemistry leading to the metabolic network could be similar. However, whilst theories incorporating an autotrophic origin of the metabolic network might overcome the need of chemical processes leading to primordial metabolite accumulation, they do not revoke the question of how early enzymes evolved 22 . Until the recent discovery of nonenzymatic glycolysis and pentose phosphate pathways 18 , chemical networks, based on a simple metabolism-typical non-enzymatic catalyst that show a topological similarity with metabolism, were not known. For instance, the plausibility of the required single, inorganic catalyst in the context of a metabolic pathway, such as the Krebs cycle, was deemed an 'appeal to magic' 28 .
How could catabolism and anabolism emerge in parallel and in the same environment? An example here is provided by the essential pathways of central carbon metabolism. Next to a non-enzymatic glycolysis, we recently reported non-enzymatic reactivity that resembles gluconeogenesis. At room or higher temperature, the glycolytic catabolites glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate and dihydroxyacetone phosphate non-enzymatically react into pyruvate, just as in glycolysis 18 . This picture changes upon freezing the solution or upon repeated desiccation-rehydration. Under these circumstances, as in gluconeogenesis, a non-enzymatic aldol reaction proceeds from the same metabolites to form fructose 1,6-bisphosphate instead 29 . Gluconeogenesis is an anabolic pathway that structurally overlaps, but metabolically antagonises glycolysis and is essential for glucose metabolism. Furthermore, while non-enzymatic reactions resembling glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway are catalysed by Fe(II), the gluconeogenic reaction is accelerated by amino acids. Therefore, freeze-thaw, desiccation-rehydration, or metal ion/amino acid availability cycles all might be able to induce a metabolism-like cycling between a non-enzymatic anabolism and catabolism 29 . Together, glycolysis and gluconeogenesis could have evolved from this juncture by forming a metabolic system without need for the pre-accumulation of a particular glycolytic substrate.
The conditions enabling these non-enzymatic reactions were all identified by hypothesis-generating (unbiased) methods similar to those employed in functional metabolomics. Such methods provide the necessary throughput to systematically screen a large spectrum of reaction conditions. Further, as one assumes that metabolite concentrations were lower in early forms of metabolism before the evolution of sophisticated enzymes could increase metabolic efficiency, these methods provide the sensitivity and dynamic range to characterize metabolite concentrations at realistic (i.e., metabolismtypical) concentration levels. Hence, in contrast to the logic of an organic chemistry experiment to elaborate a hypothetical prebiotic accumulation process with a pre-set outcome (i.e. to obtain a high concentration of a specific metabolite hypothesized to be important for the origins of life), these systematic experiments strictly follow a network rationale to define conditions in which a maximum number of metabolism-like chemical reactions could co-occur.
A logical consequence of a reaction-condition defining approach is that in any given condition, not all of the reactions are equally fast or efficient, but indeed, a range of different reaction rates and specificities are identified to co-occur. In other words, for a set of conditions, some of the co-occurring reactions are fast, some are slow, some efficient, some not, just as in typical chemical or metabolic networks. Furthermore, as in every reaction network, intermediates accumulate only when the metabolite consuming reaction is slower than the metabolite forming reaction. In a perfectly random, linear network this situation applies to 50% of the intermediates. However, in biological networks that possess a nonrandom structure 30 , this measure could be much lower, down to the extreme case where no single intermediate accumulates (i.e., when the rate limiting reaction is the first in a linear network). Consequently, in the analysis of each reaction network, the sensitivity of the analytical method determines to what degree the whole spectrum of co-occurring reactions can be comprehensively characterized. In other words, the less sensitive the analytical methodology used to characterize a reaction network, the less likely it is to fully capture the set of reactions.
Just as glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway, also the Krebs cycle could date back to a non-enzymatic chemical network
Recently, we have addressed the plausibility of a chemical reaction condition that could enable a critical amount of Krebs cycle-like reactions to co-occur, a situation that could enable the evolutionary selection of Krebs cycle enzymes 31 . Non-enzymatic reactions that replicate the reductive version of the Krebs cycle, or that form several of its intermediates, have been previously described in the literature 26, 32 . It is possible that such reactions provided metabolic precursors in the event that life was of heterotrophic origin 22 . However, the conditions described lead to the accumulation rather than metabolism-like reactivity of the Krebs-cycle like metabolites. They further depend on non-metabolism typical catalysts like semiconductor particles in combination with UV light, or a change of condition, several situations that all forestall the Darwinian selection of enzymatic pathways for the reasons outlined above. In order to test for the plausibility of a metabolism-sensible catalytic milieu, we therefore designed a hypothesis-generating screen, in the sense that the analysis was not biased by previous hypotheses for how a primordial Krebs cycle should look (i.e., in terms of directionality or completeness) or which function it might have had. We instead focussed on identifying conditions in which a majority of Krebs cycle intermediates show metabolism-like reactivity. Knowing that the Krebs cycle requires iron-sulfate cluster catalysis, we combinatorially screened a broad panel of iron-and sulfur-containing chemicals and assessed the resultant chemistry using liquid chromatographyselective reaction monitoring (LC-SRM). Out of a large number of systematically tested conditions, the more than 6,000 sample study essentially yielded a single hit. Namely, we observed that Krebs cycle-like non-enzymatic reactions are enabled in the presence of free radicals that form upon the activation of peroxydisulfate, a reactive sulfur-containing chemical that can be activated by metal species, in our case in the form of iron(ii) sulfide, FeS 33,34 . A critical subset of the reactions were also enabled by reactive oxygen species derived from hydrogen peroxide. However, the reactions that proceeded in the presence of hydrogen peroxide were much slower and less specific as those observed in the presence of FeS and peroxydisulfate 31 .
Recently, a chemist active in the origin of life field has requested the retraction of our work, claiming the non-reproducibility of our results by nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy ( 1 H-NMR).
After critically reviewing our procedures (Results), we joined forces with a highly experienced biomolecular NMR spectroscopist (PCD) to address potential differences between 1 H-NMR with LC-SRM technologies in comprehensively characterizing reaction milieus that could have enabled Krebs-cycle like reactions to occur. This cooperation led to both a 1H-NMR confirmation of Krebs-cycle like reactivity as enabled by peroxydisulfate, and also, in the identification of the most likely source of the discrepancy: a lack of sensitivity of the 1 H-NMR technology to comprehensively characterize metabolism-like non-enzymatic reactions.
We herein report substantially differing levels of sensitivity between LC-SRM and 1 H-NMR. In determining the limits of detection (LOD) values, we find that that 1 H-NMR is at least one hundredto one thousand-times less sensitive than LC-SRM in detecting Krebs cycle intermediates in water. Further, these experiments highlight a general difficulty in the application of 1 H-NMR to characterize prebiotically relevant metabolic reactions. Iron concentrations in the range that, according to current geoscientific knowledge, were dominating the Archean oceans and other aquatic environments 35, 36 , have the potential to effectively suppress 1 H-NMR signals of metal-binding metabolites due to paramagnetic line broadening 31 . Metabolites that react on the basis of a metal catalyst, among the most likely precursors of enzymatic reactions 14,37,38 , are likely missed by 1 H-NMR, even when metabolites are at relatively highly concentration. For instance, we show that in the presence of iron, some of the metabolite concentrations used in our previous study as starting conditions, are not detected.
Having determined the quantitative limits for the application of 1 H-NMR to detect Krebs cycle-like non-enzymatic reactions in the prebiotically plausible conditions, we then selected a subset of the Krebs cycle-like reactions that are amenable to monitoring by 1 H-NMR as they a) realistically fall within its detection limits in water, and b) do not require the presence of iron species, so that the risk of paramagnetic signal suppression is avoided. Further, as intermediates in a metabolic network are both formed and consumed, we recorded time series. The results of the 1 H-NMR analysis unequivocally confirmed all of these reactions proceeded. Further, the spectra unambiguously confirmed the identity of all the product metabolites to be TCA intermediates. Therefore the NMR measurements confirm the outcome of our previous study (as conducted by LC-SRM), and show that TCA intermediates are specifically forming in the presence of peroxydisulfate. Further, the results underline that it is important to determine LODs when one is attempting to compare the outcomes of different analytical technologies. The hundred-to thousand-fold difference in the LODs dictates that 1 H-NMR will be less able to comprehensively capture the spectrum of nonenzymatic TCA intermediate reactions under any given set of reaction conditions. It remains a good analytical practice to report the specific LODs, when scientific conclusions are to be drawn from the absence of a ( 1 H-NMR) signal.
In this context, we also review key constraints that apply to the origins of metabolic pathways. The first is an unfounded perception that only highly abundant and prebiotically stable metabolites should be considered important for the origin of metabolism. This is not the case, as the metabolic network is a dynamic reaction system in which essential network properties disentangle concentration and importance. Further, enzymes evolve only if a reaction can be improved with a simple structure, meaning many of them will be derived from slow, unspecific, or low-yield chemical reactions. Indeed while the concentrations of metabolites span several orders of magnitude in any organism, some of the most important metabolites are in the low concentration range, and there is no overall correlation between the importance of a metabolite and its concentration in the metabolic network topology. Vice versa, often the non-essential, unreactive, secondary metabolites are the most concentrated metabolites in the cell, as only these can accumulate without compromising the metabolic system. The second problem we address is a perception that it would be acceptable to include catalysts atypical of metabolism and conditions incompatible with life such as exposure to intense UV light or high cyanide concentrations, in research into the early forms of metabolism or 'proto-metabolism'. However, enzymes can only evolve under conditions in which life itself can evolve, while non-enzymatic reaction networks cannot be switched between inorganic catalysts without losing their topology. We therefore conclude this article with a plea that chemists and biologists in the field should cooperate and share their knowledge about the constraints that apply to metabolism in order to solve this most fascinating problem of biology.
Methods
We recorded no new LC-SRM data. In order to fairly compare the techniques in regards of the non-enzymatic Krebs-cycle like reactions, all LC-SRM analysis represented herein is based on re-analysis of our previous study data, which contained all controls and dilution series required for a comparison with 1 H-NMR 31 .
For NMR spectroscopy, TCA intermediate interconversion experiments were conducted similarly, with some adaptation necessary to account for the much larger volumes necessary. Briefly, 100μM isocitrate or α-ketoglutarate were incubated in a water bath at 70°C in the presence of 200 μM ammonium peroxydisulfate for 0, 45, 105, 180, 285, and 320 minutes (total volume for each time point 1 ml). Incubations were conducted in 2 ml microcentrifuge tubes, and stopped by cooling the reaction mixture.
For 1 H-NMR analysis, samples were prepared at a volume of 500 μl in 5 mm NMR tubes, containing 5% D 2 O for field-frequency lock. One-dimensional 1 H-NMR experiments were conducted at either 600 (Avance III) or 700 MHz with (Avance IIIHD) spectrometers (Bruker Daltonics) equipped with 5mm TCI or QCI cryoprobes at 25°C, as indicated. A standard excitation sculpting (zgesgp) 39 pulse sequence was employed with typical acquisition parameters: sweepwidth 20 ppm; relaxation delay 2 s; acquisition time 3 s (84584 complex data points); 4 dummy scans; 256 transients; total measurement time 22 mins. Free induction decays were apodized with 2 Hz line broadening, and zerofilled to 128K complex points prior to Fourier transformation. For LOD measurements conducted on the Avance IIIHD, the number of transients was increased up to 1440; total measurement time 2 h 2 m.
Results
Self-assessment of the previous study design 31 , leading to the identification of Krebs-cycle like non-enzymatic reactions
The hypothesis-generating screen used to define chemical conditions under which Krebs-cycle intermediates interconvert non-enzymatically is based on a series of per se very simple experiments. One combines a TCA intermediate (pure chemical standard) with a large panel of iron and/or sulfate species, one by one, and incubates the reaction mixture for the given period of time. The samples are then analysed by LC-SRM. The study gains complexity however by the high number of such experiments necessary. We generated 5 times 88 different combinations of TCA intermediates with iron-and sulfate-containing chemicals, and measured each sample at two different time-points. Each condition that gave a positive signal was then replicated in a triplicate, and sampled in a time series in order to be able to determine their respective maximum reaction rates with mathematical models best describing their modes of product formation (Methods section, in 31). Furthermore, as we corrected for batch effects, each measurement series was controlled by multiple blank injections and standard dilution series. On this basis, we constantly monitored the instrument performance, detection limits and dynamic range. Eventually, our study involved the measurement of around 6,100 samples by LC-MS/MS. Therefore the throughput of the LC-SRM method, measuring each sample within minutes, was highly important. With a slower technology, like 1 H-NMR, the processing of such a number of samples would require years of measurement time.
We first considered possible systematic errors that could have occurred during the large study. The chemical suppliers (most standards were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich) might have delivered the wrong molecules. However, we did work with all, not just a single TCA intermediate, and the study was conducted over a long period of time, so that we re-ordered several chemicals multiple times. Further, in all cases the MS/MS spectra and retention times matched expectations. Hence, a failure of our screen for this reason would mean all delivered standards were incorrect, and instead all be isomers of TCA cycle metabolites; an improbable situation. Also, some reactions were found not to require the presence of iron species, and others do not require peroxydisulfate, so even a problem with the purity of these chemicals would not explain our results. Next, LC-SRM cannot distinguish isomers that have the same mass, fragmentation pattern and chromatographic retention time. However, we detected all, not just some, TCA intermediates in at least one reaction, and employed several different chromatographic methods. Therefore it is highly unlikely that we systematically confused all TCA intermediates with hypothetical isomers possessing the same mass and fragmentation patterns, and which eluted at the same retention time in all LC gradients in all samples. Even if we had in some cases overestimated the rate of formation of a product metabolite due to the interference of isomers indistinguishable by LC-SRM, this would not affect our conclusion about the existence of a single condition in which the spectrum of TCA cycle-like non-enzymatic reactions can occur.
Next, we considered the potential for systematic human error. However, three scientists (MK, SH, and DK), with the help of two internship students, independently prepared samples and conducted the measurements. The five individuals obtained consistent results. Indeed, something might easily have gone wrong during a single LC-SRM measurement. However, we only considered metabolite-forming reactions to be significant when they were detected in at least three replicate experiments. Furthermore the formation of TCA cycle intermediates was observed during the initial screen, once more in a triplicated time-series verification experiment, and finally again in an additional triplicated time-series experiment to investigate the impact of radical scavenging agents. Further, in 6,100 measurements that were run over the period of a year, with all necessary controls being included, human error seems highly unlikely.
Analytical technologies vary by detection limit
Given that the challenge to our previous work centred on the reproducibility of our data generated by LC-SRM, we next considered whether something might have gone wrong in the attempt to reproduce the results using 1 H-NMR. Important in this context is to determine whether LC-SRM and 1 H-NMR would be equally suitable to capture the broad reaction spectrum of TCA cycle intermediates in the presence of FeS and peroxydisulfate. The most critical parameter for this is the sensitivity of the analytical measurement that could strongly depend on the reaction matrix. As a consequence, the absence of signal in an analytical experiment is broadly considered relevant only if the respective LOD has been determined. We approached the scientist challenging our study to provide the LOD values he obtained by 1 H-NMR; but we were unable to access it. An assumption that 1 H-NMR (or any analytical technology) detects and quantifies all biologically relevant metabolites irrespective of the matrix is scientifically naive. Indeed, most reaction conditions addressed in our previous article contain high concentrations of iron and sulfur species. It is well known that transition metal ions, including Fe(II), can suppress 1 H-NMR signals due to paramagnetic effects that lead to the broadening of resonance lines 40, 41 . For instance, as we have shown previously, even highly concentrated ribose-5-phosphate and 6-phosphogluconate are undetectable to the extent that the 1 H-NMR signals broaden to the noise level in the presence of FeCl 2 , with a metabolite/iron molar ratio as low as 0.3 19 In several instances in our Krebs-cycle screen, iron was however present at hundred-to thousand-fold higher concentration than the TCA cycle products formed. Under such iron-rich conditions, it becomes imperative to carefully assess the capability of 1 H-NMR to detect, and quantify, the relevant metabolites, in particular when conclusions are derived from the apparent absence of signals. We therefore tested whether this situation may also be a problem for TCA intermediates. Indeed, we observed clear, and molecular species-dependent broadening of 1 H-NMR resonances in the presence of FeS, when compared to iron-free controls (Figure 1) . Some metabolites were rendered undetectable at the starting concentrations as used in our previous work 31 .
Sensitivity of LC-SRM and 1 H-NMR in detecting TCA intermediates in the absence of iron
A subset of our non-enzymatic Krebs cycle reactions are also observable in the absence of iron, and could hence be studied by 1 H-NMR without concern for paramagnetic signal suppression. We thus continued by comparing the limits of detection of 1 H-NMR and LC-SRM for the intermediates of the Krebs cycle-like chemical network. Certainly, this is never a totally perfect comparison, because LC-SRM experiments can be operated with different MS settings and chromatography. Also on the NMR side, the sensitivity is not only determined by the magnetic field strength, but also measurement time (extent of signal averaging), sample temperature, volume, pH, the quality of the NMR sample-tube and other parameters. In order to provide a fair comparison that leaves little room for speculation, we decided, however, to compare the exact values from which the conclusions have been derived 31 (Figure 2) , measured on our only averagely sensitive, but well maintained, Triple Quadrupole mass spectrometer (Agilent 6460, six years old), and compare it with an above-average magnetic field-strength spectrometer (700 MHz). We used 5 mm diameter tubes for good sensitivity, and summed measurements over a typical period of 2 hrs per sample to obtain a reasonable signalto-noise estimate. Here, the LOD was estimated from the S/N of a well resolved resonance in the spectrum of the metabolite obtained at 2 μM concentration, and assuming a bona fide linear response of the NMR receiver technology as claimed for modern NMR spectrometers. This argument is however only applicable to purified metabolites; the sensitivity is likely be much lower in complex matrices, and might hence overestimate the effective sensitivity of the 1 H-NMR. The LOD calculations were based on 1 μL injections for LC-SRM and 500 μl sample volume for 1 H-NMR. Hence, whilst further increase in sensitivity is possible on both the 1 H-NMR and the LC-SRM side, our LC-SRM settings are much further from the maximally obtainable sensitivity of the technique than our 1 H-NMR settings. Furthermore, in these calculations we ignore the fact that while the LC-SRM analysis is conducted with small injection volumes, much larger sample volumes are required for any form of 1 H-NMR. Our comparison hence underestimates the effective LOD differences in favor of 1 H-NMR. Yet, despite these compromises, which all favour 1 H-NMR over LC-SRM, and despite performing the comparison in the absence of iron, the results clearly show that LC-SRM remains hundred to thousand-fold more sensitive than 1 H-NMR for all TCA intermediates (Table 1, Figure 3 ).
H-NMR confirms non-enzymatic Krebs cycle reactions that fall within its limits of detection
The strong differences in the LOD values revealed that the NMR technology will characterize any non-enzymatic reaction spectrum in a prebiotic Fe/S environment substantially less comprehensively than LC-SRM. In other words, in a complex reaction environment, LC-SRM will detect more metabolites and reactions than 1 H-NMR by simply being at least a hundred-to a thousand-fold more sensitive. However, having determined the LOD differences between the two technologies and revealing the potential interference of iron allowed us to select a subset of reactions from our previous study that are realistically detectable by 1 H-NMR, and that do not depend on iron in order that paramagnetic interfer- 
Figure 2. Determination of limit of detection (LOD) and limit of quantification (LOQ) for the LC-SRM measurement of TCA intermediates.
A dilution series of citrate, α-ketoglutarate, succinate, fumarate, malate, and pyruvate was measured down to a lowest amount of 3.2e-08 µmol. Blanks were measured in parallel to quantify noise levels. Integrated blank area values (n=4) were used to determine the LOD and LOQ (mean+3×SD, mean+10 × SD respectively). A third order polynomial fit was used to describe the behavior close to the LOD and was used to quantified LODs and LOQs.
Figure 3. Limit of detection (LOD) comparison between 1 H-NMR and LC-SRM. LOD values for 1 H-NMR and LC-SRM on typical
Krebs-cycle intermediates, as determined in water. Please note that the graph is depicted by using a logarithmic scale.
ence is ruled out. The reactions selected were those starting from isocitrate forming α-ketoglutarate, isocitrate forming succinate, and α-ketoglutarate forming succinate, all analysed in a time series over several hours. The substrates are consumed in a time dependent manner and succinate and α-ketoglutarate are formed as previously reported (Figure 4 and Figure 5 ). In addition, both experiments showed formation of acetate, a metabolite that has not been monitored in our previous study, but could account for some of the non-TCA cycle reactivity (expressed as carbon loss) observed previously in the iron-free reaction conditions 31 . Spiking experiments with chemically pure standards confirmed the identity of the products formed ( Figures 4B and C, Figure 5B ). Of note, the 1 H-NMR experiments confirmed the high specificity in which the non-enzymatic reactions specifically form TCA cycle metabolites. Although many other metabolite forming reactions would be thermodynamically feasible, the 1 H-NMR signals appearing in essence corresponded to TCA cycle metabolites. These results hence confirm the second key conclusion of our previous article that the reactivity of Krebs cycle intermediates in the presence of peroxydisulfate, in essence, leads to the formation of other metabolites important in the metabolic pathway, but barely to the formation of non-metabolic intermediates. This further strengthens our previous speculation that the TCA cycle, like glycolysis and the pentose phosphate pathway 18,19,29 , obtained their structure by being made of most likely reaction products in a given chemical environment.
Discussion
This study was conducted as a response to claims in the origin of life research community questioning the use of mass-spectrometry to reveal non-enzymatic Krebs cycle reactions 31 . In replicating TCA cycle-like reactions by 1 H-NMR, we unequivocally confirm the non-enzymatic formation and identity of TCA cycle intermediates within a single reaction condition, thereby validating the key result of our previous work.
We also identify the most likely source of discrepancy when comparing 1 H-NMR and LC-SRM experiments in detecting non-enzymatic metabolic reactions. The two techniques possess substantially different LODs for TCA cycle intermediates, by a factor of at least one hundred-to one thousand-fold, even in samples of low complexity and when any matrix-dependent signal suppression is largely ruled out. This difference has the potential to limit the ability of 1 H-NMR to achieve a comparable depth in the characterisation of early metabolic chemical reaction networks when compared to LC-SRM. Indeed, in the future this difference will amplify; if one were to employ a more powerful Triple-Quadrupole mass spectrometer of the latest generation, the reported differences in LOD sensitivity might easily increase to 10,000-fold. Irrespective of this difference, we show that 1 H-NMR has a further restriction for comprehensively characterizing prebiotic metabolic reactions. Iron is not only the metabolically most important inorganic catalyst, but also -by far -the most highly abundant transition metal in the Archean sediment, suppresses the 1 H-NMR signal of metal binding metabolites. Our data show that in the presence of iron, the 1 H-NMR technique might even miss out on detecting metabolites, to the extent that not even complement of metabolites in the starting conditions used in our previous work are faithfully captured 31 . This provides a problem for research on early metabolic reactions, keeping in mind that in the largely oxygen-free, reductive atmosphere of the Archean sediment, iron is mostly kept in its reduced, Fe(II) form. Fe(II) is water soluble, and recent estimates assume that Archean seawater contained up to millimolar iron concentrations 35, 36 . This iron would need to be removed before the analysis by 1 H-NMR, which is analytically speaking a difficult procedure, keeping in mind that the metabolites affected by signal suppression are specifically the iron binding metabolites.
Are only highly abundant and unreactive metabolites important for metabolic evolution? Last but not least, we take here the opportunity to address important constraints applying to the evolution of metabolic networks, or 'proto-metabolism', which explain why sensitive analytical technology is required to uncover its underlying chemistry. In heterotrophic theories for the origin of life it is often considered that only metabolites stable in geological timeframes are important. But if this would be true, how could the metabolic network, which in essence operates on the basis of reactive intermediates, evolve at all? No sensible scientific scenario for the origin of life starts with the pre-availability of hundreds of highly sophisticated enzymes. Indeed, the need for reactive intermediates and a biology that operates with low metabolite concentrations is first a direct consequence of basic network properties essential for metabolism, and second a requirement for the evolution of enzymes and the regulation of metabolism. Intermediates in chemical and biological networks need not only to be formed, but also converted further. The formation of inert metabolites would just lead to their accumulation, could block metabolic flux, and eventually deprive the cell of its nutrients. Further, intermediates for which the consumption rate is faster than the production rate will also not accumulate to high concentrations. In a randomly organised linear network this situation applies to 50% of the metabolites. Indeed, in the extreme case that the rate-limiting reaction is the first one in a linear network, or in a multiplex network that enables multiple conversion reactions per metabolite, none of the downstream metabolites would be formed faster as they react further. Depending on its organisation, a reaction network in which none or just very few of the intermediates reach substantial concentration can form. In any case, to our knowledge, there is no scientific evidence that higher metabolite concentrations than those prevailing in modern cells were required at any stage of metabolic evolution. Instead, there are multiple lines of evidence which imply that the availability of intermediate metabolites increased with the evolution of better enzymes. The most obvious indicator for the emergence of metabolism from initially lower metabolite concentrations is the existence of the enzymes themselves: an enzyme has no selective advantage if it produces less metabolite than would be available through a nonenzymatic reaction. Further, it is important to keep in mind that the early precursors of metabolic enzymes can not have possessed the same sophisticated structures as modern enzymes; hence there must be a selective advantage that can be provided by a simple structure.
Another, evidence to the same argument is that some nonenzymatic reactions are sufficient for the needs of metabolism such that they continue be non-enzymatic in the modern metabolic network. Similarly, for many enzymatic reactions, a parallel, slower, non-enzymatic reaction remains part of metabolism, and many enzymes evolve from low-abundant promiscuous enzymatic reactions 14,15,42 . Finally, another argument is that metabolism is regulated through modulation of enzyme activity. Such mechanisms can only evolve in situations where the non-enzymatic metabolite formation is slower than by the enzyme-catalysed route, as a change in enzyme activity or abundance has only a regulatory effect on metabolism if the enzyme activity is limiting 43,44 . Finally, a much more indirect and speculative, but highly illustrative indicator of the importance of low-abundant metabolites comes from chemical origin of life research itself.
Starting with the experiments of Miller and Urey 45 , chemists have worked for decades to build up life-essential metabolites. But only with the recent introduction of highly sensitive mass spectrometers, and in essence accepting the relevance of low abundance intermediates, have chemical networks been identified that are reminiscent of metabolic networks 18,19,29,46 .
In summary, while several essential metabolites are present at low concentration in the modern metabolic network, all the biological evidence points to a situation wherein metabolite formation before the evolution of modern enzymes were even lower. This means that the concentrations of metabolites in the modern metabolic network are the best available indicators of the maximal metabolite concentrations required for metabolic evolution. On the other hand, focussing on providing a proof for (sometimes decades-old) aspects of theories for the origin of life, research into its chemical origins has greatly emphasised the accumulation of metabolites to high concentrations. But a reac-tion mixture, even if full of stable metabolites, is no metabolic network, and a (purely) heterotrophic origin of life remains a debatable concept for exactly this reason 22 . Hence it is possible that research into the chemical origins of life has, specifically for its preoccupation with allowing metabolites to accumulate and to achieve yield, so far specifically missed out on the reactions important for the evolution of enzymes and hence metabolism.
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2.
3. This manuscript is a response to criticism of the author's previous screen to identify conditions in which reactions of the TCA cycle proceed spontaneously. The authors have used 1H NMR to analyze reactions carried out under conditions which they had previously shown using LC-MS to spontaneously accumulate certain TCA cycle intermediates. They demonstrate that beyond the decrease in sensitivity expected of NMR as compared to LC-MS, that the presence of iron leads to peak broadening that makes it extremely difficult to use NMR to detect metabolites that had been readily observed by LC-MS.
4.

5.
Open Peer Review
A few points would significantly improve the manuscript:
In the introduction, the authors write, "for many metabolic enzymatic reactions there exist non-enzymatic reactions that can occur in parallel. These reactions are typically intrinsically slower or less specific than the enzymatic reaction, yet are still part of the metabolic network." This, and some of the surrounding text, would benefit readers by more clearly explaining that enzymatic catalysts can only alter the speed of an existing favorable reaction. All reactions that we observe as enzyme-catalyzed have some inherent rate, although that one may be vanishingly slow under typical biological conditions. For the benefit of the trainees and outsiders who may read this, please revise the introduction to make it more clear that enzymes are simply increasing the rate of the already possible. As the authors rightly point out, some reactions proceed at appreciable non-enzymatically catalyzed rates in cells, but, as is not adequately clean the current text, all of these reacitons mus proceed at some rate.
As another point for trainees, the authors should make somewhat more clear that the sensitivity of NMR is determined by data collection time. If there was infinite time, some of these analytes would be observed (although those affected by band broadening might not be).
The second and third paragraphs of the results section could be significantly edited down; they come across as defensive and for the most part do not strengthen the points in the paper.
In the section "Sensitivity of LC-SRM and 1H-NMR in detecting TCA intermediates in the absence of iron" the discussion of injection volumes should be made more specific so that readers can better appreciate the issues at hand. (Some readers may not realize that 2-10 ul injections are employed in many LC-MS studies, in comparison to the hundreds of microliters required in a typical NMR sample tube.)
The authors should also address the potential for 13C analysis, which has been used in the field to suggestion. As most of the argumentation about the usability of H NMR refers to limits of detection, it would be useful if the authors discussed their particular choice of the repetition time (broadly speaking the relaxation delay plus acquisition time). While 5 seconds are not extremely short, depending on the longitudinal relaxation times of the metabolites, this choice could lead to a signal attenuation in the NMR spectrum and consequently lead to an underestimation of the sensitivity of NMR. However, we are well aware that the presence of Fe(II) could shorten T times substantially, in which case a repetition time of 5s could be enough to restore equilibrium magnetisation.
We don't think that this suggestion is in any way critical for the conclusions drawn by the authors and therefore recommend the indexing of this article without changes.
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